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HOW WE HFAR 

NARRATOR: One of nature's greatest 1oIOnders is the 
ability of the human ear to distinguish among the 
millions of sounds around us. Listen: 

SOUND: GUN SHOT; TRUMPET FANFARE; NIGHTINGALE 
SONG; FOG HORN. 

NARRATOR: Recognize those sounds? Surely. Each 
sound has a distinctive pitch, loudness, and 
quality. You will hear later bow these character
istics are determined by the frequency, intensity, 
and form of sound waves in the air .•• waves which 
your ears pick up and analyze. But first, let's 
investigate what causes sound. 

The source of every sound is a vibrating body. 
Take, for example, a drum: 

SOUND: A DRLM ROLL 
2 

NARRATOR: The vibrating drumhead pushes against the 
air every time it moves outward. It shoves the air 
molecules against other air molecules, compressing 
the air. This compression moves away, as the drum
head moves inward, leaving a region where the air 
is slightly thinner than n0l'J:l81. On the next 
outward push of the drumhead another region of 
compression is formed and started on its way out
ward. We call these pulses of compressions and 
rarefactions, "pressure waves." As long as the 
drumhead vibrates, pressure waves will be "enerated 
and sent through the air. When waves of sufficient 
strength reach your ears, they push on your eardrums, 
setting them to vibrating, too. It's these 
vibrations which your brain interprets as sound. , 

~UENCY 

NARRATOR: Despi te your ears' sensi ti vi ty to minute 
changes in air pressure, it is only when the 
changes are repeated in rapid Buccession, at 
least twenty times a second, that your brain per
ceives them as sound. On the other hand, vibrations 
that occur more frequently than about 20 ,000 times 
a second, cannot be heard by the average human ear. 
This audible frequency range varies considerably 
with different people and different ages. Generally, 
as a person grows older the delicate membranes of 
the ears grow stiff. Then it becomes more difficult 
to hear the verJ high frequencies. Listen as we 
produce a series of Vibrations starting at thirty 
cycles per second and gradually increase the fre
quency until it is 15,000 cycles per second. 

SOUND: SI.'EEP TONE WITH NARRATOR'S VOICE ANNOUNCING 
~UENCIES: 30 to 15,000 cps. 

NARRATOR: Your ears are most sensitive to vibrations 
in the frequency range between about 1000 and 4000 
CPS. Changes in atmospheric pressure about one 
part in ten billion, if repeated about 3500 times 
a second, will send an audible sound to your brain. 
At this minute pressure variation, the eardrum 
moves less than one hundred thousandths the wave 
length of light, one tenth the diameter of the 
smallest atom. If your ears were very IIlUch more 
sensitive, you would probably be able to hear the 
motion of the molecules of the air as they vibrated 
with thermal energy. 

PITCH 

NARRATOR: Some sounds appear higher or lower to our 
ears than others. The term we use to describe this 
relative characteristic is pitch. Pitch depends 
chiefly on the number of times each second that the 
air pressure fluctuation on your ear is repeated. 
Listen as we cause a stretched string to vibrate 
440 times a second. 

SOUND: VIOLIN SOUNDING A440. 

NARRATOR: Here is a human voice with vocal cords 
vibrating at the same frequency. 

SOUND: SINGER A440. 

NARRATOR: Now, listen as we hold a piece of card
board against a revolving gear. The gear teeth are 
striking the cardboard 440 times a second. 

SOUND: CARDBOARD VIBRATING 440 CPS AS GEAR TEETH 
STRIKE IT. 

NARRATOR: Here are these same sounds again. Notice 
that the pitch of each sound is the same although the 
sources are different. 

SOl.JrU): REPEAT THREE SO\"'NDS CONSECUTIVELY. 

NARRATOR: The pitch is the same because the vibrations 
striking your ears are repeated the same number of 
time,s per second. Now, if we double the frequency, to 
880 times a second, the pitch sounds higher. 



SOUND: REPEAT THREE SOUNDS CONSret1rIVELY AT 880. 

NARRATOR: But the pitch of an 880 cycle tone does not 
sound exactly twice as high as one at 440. Of course, 
some persons have been conditioned by their familiarity 
with musical intervals, such as octaves, to think. that 
doubling or cutting frequency in half is the same as 
doubling or cutting pitch in half. Howeve r, psycho
logical tests have shown that pitch and frequency of 
pure tones do not tave a simple one-to-one relationship. 
For example, many persons would judge that this tone 

SOUND: PURE TONE AT 200 CPS 

NARRATOR: ..• is one-halt the pitch of this tone .•. 

SOUND: PURE TONE AT 500 CPS 

NARRATOR: Although the pitch may sound one half, 
the frequency is not. The frequency of the higher 
tone is 500; the lower tone is 200 cycles per 
second. Apparently we cannot depend on our ears 
to determine relative frequency; nor can we use 
frequency numbers to designate relative pitch. 
The two are not linearly proportional. Science has, 
however, worked out a subjective pitch scale for 
pure tones. The camnonly chosen reference fre
quency is one thousand cycles per second. 

SOUND: PURE TONE 1000 CPS 

NARRATOR: The tone you heard is designated to have 
a pitch of 1,000 subjective units, sometimes called 
m-e-ls, from the word melody. A tone with a pitch 
twice as high is designated 2,000 mels. 

SOUND: (PURE TONE OF 3120 CPS) 

NARRATOR: Actually its frequency is 3120 cycles per 
second. A tone which sounds to our ears three 
times as high as the reference is said to have a 
pitch three times as high, 3,000 mels. 

SOUND: (PURE TONE AT 9,000 CPS) 

Nf\RRATOR: Actually its frequency is 9,000 cycles 
per second. As you can see, a mel scale provides 
an objective means for comparing pitches of various 
pure tones. 

NARRATOR: Although pitch depends chiefly on frequency, 
it also varies slightly with the loudness of a sound. 
Listen as we play two pure tones, one softly, then one 
loudly. 

SOUND: (200 CPS TONE, THEN SAME TONE 20 DB LOUDER) 

NARRATOR: Which tone has the lower pitch? 

~: (REPEAT 3 TIMES) 

NARRATOR: Actually both tones have the same frequency, 
200 cycles per second, but the louder tone sounds a 
little lower pitched to most persons: In fact, ex
periments have shown that in general, low frequency 
tones seem~ pitched when played very ~. 
On the other hand, ~. frequency tones seem ~ 
pitched, when played very loudly. To be sure the 
difference in pitch is very slight; nevertheless it 
is discernible to some persons. 

VIBRATION AND RESONANCE 

NARRATOR: Many sources of sound have certain frequen
cies of vibration that are determined entirely by 
their inherent properties, such as dimensions, the 
material they are made of, and shape. It set in 
vibration acd lett by itself, such a source will 
continue to vibrate freely and produce a tone of 
constant frequency which w1ll gradually die away 
as the vibrating energy dissipates. Por example: 
A tuning fork struck and left by itself ••• 

SOUND: TUNING FORK AT 433 CPS 

NARRATOR: and a stretched string that is plucked ••• 
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SOUND: GUITAR STRING 

NARRATOR: •.• are examples of free vibration. 

It's also possible to force a sound source to vibrate 
at frequenCies not natural to it. Por example the 
tuning fork you just heard has a natural frequency of 
433 cycles per second. We will now place an electro
magnet between the prongs ?f the tuning fork and pass 
through the colls of the magnet an alternating 
current of some other frequency, say 428 cycles per 
second. 

SOUND: SWITCH CURRENT ON; DRIVEN FRE};ltEfCY. 

NARRATOR: That's the sound of the tuning fork vibra
ting at 428 cycles per second. What happens is this; 
the alternating current changes the magnetization of 
the magnetic core which in turn alternately pulls 
on the prongs of the tuning fork at the same fre
quency as the current. So the fork, although it has 
a natural frequency of 433 cycles if forced to vibrate 
at 428 cycles. Listen again as we switch the driving 
frequency on and off. You will hear the fork 
attempt to vibrate at its natural frequency, then 
you will hear beats as the fork vibrates both at its 
natural frequency and the driven frequency; then you 
will hear it settle down to vibrating only at the 
driven frequency. When we switch the current off, 
the fork is set free to vibrate at its natural fre
quency again. 

SOUND: SWITCH FORK ON AND OFF 'NICE. 

NARRATOR: Now, let's change the frequency of the 
current in the magnet gradually. First we'll drive 
the fork at 420 cycles. As we increase the fre
quency of the current, the pitch of the tuning fork 
will also increaae. Notice that as we near 433 
cycles the sound becomes louder, then as we pass 
higher than 433 the sound becomes softer. 

SOUND: (TUNING FORK SOUND IS UNDER THE NARRATION) 

NARRATOR: That was an example of a phenomenon called 
resonance. When the forcing vibrations have the same 
frequency as the natural vibrations, they coinCide 
and reinforce each other. Here's another example of 
resonance. We'll strike a tuning fork and hold it 
near another tuning fork that has the same natural 
frequency. Then we 'll stop the first fork from 
vibrating. 

SOUND: (STRIKE TUNING FORK; HOLD NEAR SreOND 
TUNING FORK; DAMP FIRST FORK) 

NARRATOR: That's the sound of the second fork con
tinuing to vibrate freely atter being started in 
resonant vibratiDn by the first fork. 

INTENSITY 

NARRATOR: Sound vibrations may be generated by many 
different sources. Whether they originste in the 
orifice of a modern jet engine ..• 

SOUND: JET ENGINE 

NARRATOR: ••• or the throat of a 400 year-old tortoise 
calling its mate ••• 

SOUND: TORTOISE 

NARRATOR: •.• or an electrical buzzer ••• 

SO~: SQUARE WAVE OSCILLATOR 

NARRATOR: The vibrations have essentially the same 
effect: they fluctuate the pressure of the atmosphere 
on our eardrums, causing them to move rapidly back 
and forth. This pressure variation is measured in 
terms of a unit called a microbar, which is one dyne 
per square ' contimeter. We can decrease the pressure 
variation, and thereby make the sound less intense, 
by decreasing the amplitude of the source's vibra
tions. Listen as we decrease the power of the buzzer. 



SOUND: DECREASE FOWER OF BtrzZER 

NARRATOR: If we increase the power, the sound inten
sity will increase. 

~: INCREASE FOWER OF BUZZER 

NARRATOR: What we are doing is varying the 8IlJOunt of 
sound energy which stimuJ.ates your ear each instant. 
This can be accomplished another way, too: by 
varying the distance the pressure waves have to 
travel to your ear. If we move our microphone away 
from the source, the intensity wi1l decrease. 

SOUND: (MOVE MICROPHONE AWAY FROM OSCILLATOR) 

NARRATOR: Intensity may also vary according to the 
characteristics of the room in which you are 
listening. If we play a pure tone of constant in
tensity, you can, by moving your head slightly to 
the right and left, make the sound seem less or IOOre 
intense. Try it: 

~: (PURE 1000 CPS TONE AT CONSTANT INTENSITY 
AND F~UENCY) 

NARRATOR: This phenomenon occurs because sound waves 
that have been reflected from the walls interfere 
with sound waves that are coming from the loudspeaker. 
They combine to produce pressure waves that seem 
to stand still, thus forming areas of high and low 
intensity in the room. However, idea1ly, in free 
space where there are no reflecting wa1ls, the 
energy at your ear will vary inversely as the 
square of your ear's distance from the sound source. 
Listen: 

SOUND: (I AM NOW SPEAKING TO YOU FRG! A DISTANCE 
OF ONE FOOT FROM THE MICROPHONE.) 

(I AM NOW SPEAKING TO YOU FROM A DISTANCE 
OF THREE FEET FROM THE MICROPHONE.) 

NARRATOR: You see, by making a sound travel three 
times as far, we have decreased its intensity to about 
one ninth. · Listen again: 

SOUND: I AM NOW ONE FOOT FROM THE MICROPHONE 

I AM NOW THREE FEET FROM THE MICROPHONE 

NARRATOR:. To sum up, the intensity of a sound depends 
chiefly on the energy of the source and its distance 
from your ear. Thus intensity may be measured in 
energy units (ergs per square centimeter) or convert
ing to power units, in watts per square centimeter . 
For DKlst purposes, however, it is IOOre useful to 
measure the intensity of sound on a comparative 
scale. It's customary to express this relative 
intensity in a unit of measure called a bel, b-e-l, 
named after Alexander Graham Bell. Listen to these 
two sounds; they have an intensity difference of one 
tenth of a bel ... one decibel: 

SOUND: (TWO TONES ; ONE DB APARr; LOUD TONE FIRST) 

NARRATOR: As you heard, a difference of one decibel 
is so small as to be barely perceptible. If one 
tone has one fourth the power -- that's one half 
the sound pressure -- of aoother, it is said to be 
six decibels less intense. 

SOUND: TWO TONES 6 !lB ' APART 

NARRATOR: If one tone has one sixteenth the power or 
one fourth the sound pressure of another it is said 
to be 12 decibels lower. 

SOUND: (TWO TONES 12 DB APART.) 

NARRATOR: If one tone had one hundredth the power, 
or one tenth the sound pressure of another, it is 
said to be 20 decibels less intense. 

SOUND: (TWO TOrID3 20 DB APART) 
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NARRATOR: As you can see, the decibel scale is 
logarithmic and the decibel expresses a relative 
quantity; the ratio between two acoustic powers. 
When it is desired to express the intensity of 
only one sound, a scale is used in which the ref
erence intensity for zero decibels is ten to the 
minus sixteen watts per square centimeter. A 
person ·wi th very good hearing in an extremely 
quiet location can just barely hear a 1000 cycle 
tone at this zero level of intensity. The 
corresponding pressure variation is only about 
point zero zero zero two dynes per square centi
meter. That's less than one billionth normal 
atmospheric pressure; you see then: your ear is 
extremely sensitive. 

So that you can become familiar with the decibel 
scale, listen as we ,~ry the intensity of my voice. 
NOW I'M SPEAKING TO YOU IN A VOICE WITH AN INTENSITY 
ABOtll' SIX DECIBELS LOWER THAN NORMAL. 

NOW MY VOICE HAS AN INTENSITY LEVEL ABOUT TEN 
DECIBELS LOWER THAN NORMAL CONVERSATION . 

TWENTY DECIBELS LESS INTENSITY SOUNDS LIKE THIS. 

THIRTY DECIBELS 'LESS INTENSITY SOUNDS LIKE THIS. 

END SIDE I 

II-6 LOUDNESS 

NARRATOR: Don't make the mistake of confusing the 
intensity of a sound with its loudness. Intensity 
is an objective, physical characteristic which is 
determined by the pressure variation and velocity 
of the air particles. It is not the same as loud
ness, which is the subjective, psychological im
pression a listener experiences. Loudness depends 
not only on sound intensity but also on the fre
quency of the sound vibrations. To illustrate this, 
we will sound two tones simuJ.taneously with in
tensities so low you can't hear them. Then we 
will gradually increase the intensities equally. 
Notice you will begin hearing the higher frequency 
before you hear the lower frequency tone . 

SOUND: (TWO TONES 150 AND 1000 CPS. INCREASE 
INTENSITY FROM BELOW THRESHOLD TO ABOtJr 
-8 V.U. METER) 

NARRATOR: Although both tones were recorded to 
have the same intensity the low frequency tone 
sounds considerably quieter to most persons. 
On the other hand, if we play the same tw tones 
at a very high intensity level you probably 
will notice that there is less difference in 
loudness. 

SOUND: (PlAY 150 AND 1000 ALTERNATELY AT 0 V.U.) 

NARRATOR: So you see, your ear judges loudness 
differently for different frequencies and different 
intensity levels . 

NARRATOR: You may ask, if the human ear is that 
inconsistent, how can we compare the loudness of 
sounds of different frequencies? One way of 
establishing relative loudness levels is by USing 
a one thousand cycle tone as a standard reference . 
The term phon, p-h-o-n, phon, is used as a unit 
of loudness level. The loudness level in phons 
of a sound is numerica1ly the same as the intensity 
level in decibels of an equa1ly loud one thousand 
cycle tone. Perhaps this example will make that 
statement clearer. In our laboratories we had a 
600 cycle pure tone of unknown loudness. 

SOUND: (600 CYCLE TONE AT -13 V.U.) 



NARRATOR: We found its loudness level by adjusting 
the intensity of a one thousand cycle tone until it 
sounded just as. loud as the 600 cycle tone . We 
discovered that the thousand cycle tone had an 
intensi ty level of about 70 decibels above zero. 
So, by definition, the 600 cycle tone was said to 
have a loudness level of 70 phons. 

SOUND: (REPEAT 600 CYCLE 'IONE AT -13 V.U.) 

luurnATOR: Similarly we found the loudness level of 
a two thousand cycle tone •.• 

SOUND: (2000 CPS AT -3 v.u.) 

NARRATOR: by adj usting the intensity of a one 
thousand cycle tone until it sounded equally 
loud. The thousand cycle tone had an intensity 
level of about 80 decibels above zero, SO the 
2000 cycle tone was said to have a loudness 
level of 80 phons. 

SOUND: (REPEAT 2000 AT -3 v.u.) 

NARRATOR: Then, we had a basis for comparison. The 
2000 cycle tone was 80 minus 70 or ten phons louder 
than the 600 cycle tone. 

SOUND: (PLAY THE 1W0 TONES ALTERNATELY 600, 2000, 
600, 2000) 

NARRATOR : The phon scale is convenient for determin
ing loudness level, but most persons prefer a 
loudness scale with numbers more directly related 
to what they hear than the arbitrary numbers of a 
phon scale. So scientists devised aoother scale 
with a unit called a sone, s-o-n-e, sone. One sone 
is defined as the loudness experienced by a typical 
listener who is listening with both ears to a 
thousand cycle tone at 40 phons . 

SOUND: (1000 CPS TONE AT 1 SONE) 

NARRATOR: A tone which sounds twice as loud is 
designated 2 sones. It was determined by tests 
that to make a tone sound twice as loud to most 
persons, we must increase the loudness level · 
about 10 phons. So the reference tone for two sones 
is at a loudness level of 50 phons. 

SOUND: (1000 CPS AT 2 SONES) 

NARRATOR: A tone twice as loud again is about ten 
phons greater and is designated 4 sones. 

SOUND: (1000 CPS AT 4 SONES) 

NARRATOR: Here is the reference tone twice as loud 
again, 8 sones. 

SOUND: (1000 CPS AT 8 SONES) 

NARRATOR: Here is the reference at sixteen sones •.. 

SOUND: (1000 CPS AT 16 SONES) 

NARRATOR: and so on. We compared the 600 cycle tone 
to the sone scale and discovered it had a loudness 
of 8 sones. The 2000 cycle tone had a loudness of 
16 sones. SO the high frequency could be considered 
twice as loud as the lower frequency. 

SOUND: (600, 2000, 600, 2000) 

NARRATOR: Before we leave the topics of loudness and 
loudness level , let's summarize by playing some 
music. If you are about ten feet from your loud
speaker, the loudest passages of the music will have a 
loudness of about 64 sones. The intensity range from 
the very soft passages at the beginning to the very 
loud at the end is about 30 decibels: 

SOUND: (BARTOK-SERLY - MIKROKOSMOS SUITE) 
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NOISE MEASUREMENT 

NARRATOR: How loud is a sound? It's apparent t bat 
this noise ... 

SOUND: TRAFFIC NOISE AT ZERO V.U. 

NARRATOR: is louder than this noise. 

SOUIll: TRAFFIC NOISE AT -14 V.U. 

NARRATOR: But how much louder? And how can we 
measure it? Traffic noise, like most common noises, 
is not a pure tone. It is made up of many fre
quencies and intensities. So, you can imagine, 
measuring the loudness of a complex noise is not a 
simple matter. Here is one way to go about it. We 
can, by means of filters, divide the noise into 
fairly narrow frequency bands and then measure 
the sound pressure level in decibels for each band . 
For example, in the noise you just heard, the 
frequencies between 250 and 500 cycles per second 
have an average sound pressure level of about 
seventy-three decibels. 

SOUND: PLAY NOISE BAND BETWEEN 250 AND 500 CPS 

NARRATOR: The noise frequencies between 500 and 
1000 cycles have an average sound pressure level of 
about sixty-seven decibels. 

SOUND: PLAY NOISE BAND BETWEEN 500 AND 1000 CPS 

NARRATOR: The noise frequencies between 1000 and 2000 
have an average sound pressure level of about 69 
decibels •.• 

SOUND: PLAY NOISE BAND AT 69 DECIBELS 

NARRATOR: .• . and so on. Usually the noise is divided 
into eight bands, each band an octave wide. But we 
can't add the decibels of the eight bands to get a 
total loudness for the entire noise because the 
decibel scale is logarithmic. Instead we must first 
convert the decibels into sones. From stamard tables 
we find that the first octave band has a loudness of 
about ten sones. The second octave be.nd is about 
seven ~ones . The third is about nine sones. 

If we add the sones of all bands, giving appro
priate weighting to the various bands, we can 
get a fairly accurate idea of the total loudness. 
It comes to thirty-two sones. 

Then if we wish, we can convert the total loudness 
in sones to loudness level in phons. The loudness 
level of the traffic noise is 90 phons. 

SOUND: (TRAFFIC NOISE) 

NARRATOR: Recently, interest in noise measurement has 
increased, probably because it is a first step in de
vising ways of quieting the loud noises of modern 
machines such as jet engines and high-powered truCks. 
For example, the sound pressure level of a jet air
plane firing its engine on the ground some distance 
from our microphone was measured and found to be about 
110 decibels above zero. 

SOUND: (JET ENGINE) 

luurnA'l'OH: The same engine connected to a ground run-
up suppressor consisting of intake and exhaust mufflers 
was measured to be about twenty decibels lower. Listen: 

SOUND: SAME ENGINE WITH SUPPRESSOR 

NARRATOR: Are you surprised that lowering sound 
pressure level only twenty decibels will reduce the 
loudness so much? This was accomplished by taking 
advantage of your ears' sensitivity to certain 
frequencies more than others. The suppressor 
attenuated the frequencies in the sensitive range 
more than others; so the over-all reduction in 
loudness level was almost 28 phons. Here is another 
example: a truck without a muffler passing fifty 
feet from our microphone: 



SOUND: SOUND OF TRUCK 

NARRATOR: Here i s the same truck with a muffler 
installed: 

SOUND: TROCK WITH EXHAUST MUFFLER 

NARRATOR: The muffler redu<!ed the sound pressure level 
15 decibels . As you can see, noise measurement and 
noise reduction are fields of considerable current 
interest in the science of sound. 

MASKING 

NA"'-.'VITOR: Ever t r i ed to carry on a conversation above 
the roar of a train or airplane engine? Then you 
know that one sound may make it difficult to hear 
another sound. This drowning out, or masking, occurs 
because the aud.! tory nerves i n your ear can carry 
only SO many impuls,es to your brain at one time. 
When the lines are already loaded, any further sti mu
lation is lost. Let's investigate this phenomenon 
JOOre closely, 

If a tone with a frequency of 1200 cycles per 
second • • . 

SOUND: PURE TONE AT 1200 

NARRATOR: " .and another tone vith a frequency of 
2000 cycles per second.,. 

SOUND: PURE TONE AT 2000 

NARRATOR: . . ,are sounded together very softly, and 
then the 1200 cycle tone is increased i n intensity, 
eventually it may mask the higher tone. 

SOUND: SOUND BOTH TOGETHER SOFTLY; THElI INCREASE 
1200 CPS TONE 35 DB 

NARRATOR : On the other hand, it is exceedingly diffi
cult for a tone of high frequency to mask a tone of 
lover frequency. W'e will now tI"J to drown out the 
1200 cycle tone by increasing the intensity of the 2000 
cycle tone. 

SOUND: BOTH TOGETHER : THEN INCREASE INTENSITY OF 2000 
CPS TONE 

NARRATOR: Eventually it can be done but the high 
frequency tone must be extremely loud. In general 
we may conclude that a tone can mask sounds of higher 
frequencies JOOre effectively than it can mask sounds 
of lower frequencies. 

ECHO AND REVERBERATION 

NARRATOR: The old proverb "Empty vessels make the 
JOOst noise" is an ancient observation of the phenomena 
of echo and reverberation. W'hen sound vaves impinge 
on hard, surfaces, they are reflected. Often \Ie may 
hear the reflected vaves or echoe a short time after 
we hear the original source of sound . Like this: 

SOUND: (VOICE: I'HEI.J.,() I' ) (ECHO: HEI.J.,() } 
(VOICE: "HELLO") (ECHO: HEI.J.,() } 
(VOICE: "ARE YOU (ECHO: ARE YOU 

THmE, THERE 
ECHO?") ECHO?) 

NARRATOR: The time lag between the original sound 
and the echo depends upon the distance between the 
sound source and the reflecting surface. Here is 
how speech sounds accompanied by echo from reflect
ing surfaces at various distances: 

SOUND: (500 FEET. YOU ARE NOW' LISTENING TO SPEECH 
ACCOMPANIED BY AN ECHO FRa.! A REFLECTING 
SURFACE 200 FEET AWAY.) 

(50 FEET. YOU ARE NOW' LISTENING TO SPEECH 
ACCOMPANIED BY AN ECHO FROM A REFLECTING 
SURFACE 50 FEET AWAY.) 
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NARRATOR. The echo sounds fainter than the source 
because the original sound energy is spread out 
and lost traveling to and from the surface. It' e 
quiet possible for echos to have echos. Large 
auditoriums or halls -- like empty barrels - often 
have JOOre than one reflecting surface. Sounds may 
bounce from wall to vall , that is reverberate, 
like this: 

SOUND: (HEI.J.,()} (ECHO - HELLO, HEI.J.,(), HELLO} 
(HEI.J.,(), LADIES AND GENTLF2-lAN} 

(ECHO - HEI.J.,(), LADIES AND GENTLEl-lEN ( 
HEI.J.,(), LADIES AND GENTLEMEN) 

NARRATOR: When echos are numerous and overlapping, 
they may merge into a babel of nOise, making normal 
speech difficult to understand. 

SOUND: (HEI.J.,() LADIES AND GENl'LEMEN. I AM SPEAKING 
IN A HALL THAT REVERBERATES W'ITH M.6.NY ECHOS.J 

NARRATOR: Biblical legends tells us that inside the 
famus Tower of Babel even the vords of learned men 
sounded like nonsense. This could have been a case 
of poor acoustical design. The Tower vas made of 
sun-baked bricks and tiles which reflected sounds 
from one vall to another, setting up reverberations 
that scrambled speech until it vas unintelligible. 

SOUND: "THE TOW'ER OF BABEL M.6.Y HAVE SOUNDED LIKE 
THIS." 

NARRATOR: Reverberati on is responsible for the slow
ness with which sound fades away. It may be con
trolled by carefully selecting vall materials and 
coverings to absorb the sound energy. 

The time it takes a sound to diminish sixty decibels 
-- or one millionth of its original intensity -- is 
called reverberation time. W'e use reververation 
time as a measure of the acoustic characteristics 
of a hall. LISTEN: I AM NOW' SPEAKING IN A ROOM 
THAT HAS A REVERBERATION TlME OF SEVERAL SECONDS. 
Rooms which have a reverberation time of several 
seconds or more may be sui table for some forms of 
music but generally they are undesirable for speech. 

NARRATOR: Reverberations fade away more rapidly 
in slilBll rooms because it takes less time for the 
sounds to bounce back and forth between the valls 
and be absorbed. 

I AM NOW' SPEAKING TO YOU IN A ROOM THAT HAS A 
REVERBERATION TIME OF ONLY A FEW' TENTHS OF A 
SECOND. 

Rooms which are moderately reverberent, that is 
having reverberation times of about 1 sec for a 
small auditorium and about tvo seconds for a large 
auditorium -- are usually pleasant for both 
speakers and listeners . 

I AM NOW' SPEAKING IN AN AUDlTORIlM THAT HAS A 
REVERBERATION TlME OF ABOUT ONE SECOND. THIS 
AUDITORIlM HAS BEEN SPECIALLY DESIGNED TO GIVE 
SATISFACTORY ACOUSTICS NO MATTER W'HERE THE 
LISTENER IS SITTING. 

As you can hear, speakers rely on some reverbera
tion to give resonance and sustenance to their 
voices. If you've even sung in a bath tub you 
vill understand how reverberation may make a voice 
sound better than it really is. 

DELAY DISTORTION 

NARRATOR: When speech or music is transmitted along 
communication lines, sometimes the various frequencies 
may not travel with equal velocities. They arrive 
at the receiving end vith a type of distortion 
known as delay distortion. This sounds similar to 
the folloving demonstration in vh1ch frequencies above 
3000 cycles are delayed one tenth of a second behind 
fre.quencies lover than 3000 cycles: 

I 



SOUND: THE UPPER FREXl.UENCIES OF THIS SPEECH ARE 
ARRIVING ONE TENTH OF A SEX:OND LATER THAN 
THE LOWER FREXl.UENCIFS. 

NARRATOR: That much delay distortion rarely occurs. 
Here is hov a delay of seven hundreths of a second 
sounds: 

SOUND: THE UPPER FREXl.UENCIES OF THIS SPEEX:H ARE 
ARRIVING SEVEN HUNDRETHOO OF A SEX:OND LATER 
THAN 'mE LOWER FREXl.UENC IES • 

NARRATOR: Nov, listen to the effect of a delay of 
thirty-five thousandths of a second. 

SOUND: THE UPPER FREXl.UENCIES OF 'mIS SPEEX:H ARE 
ARRIVING THIRTY-FIVE THOt..SA1IDrHS OF A 
SEX:OND LATER THAN THE LOWER FREXl.UENCIES. 

NARRATOR: In transmitting musiC, the distortion that 
results from small delays or phase shift is usually 
not noticeable. This is because the various sounds 
are sustained longer in music than in speech. 

Listen as we delay the upper frequencies of music 
seven hundredths of a second. 

SOUND: MUSIC SELECTION - TRtHPET FANFARE 
(PHASE DELAY 0.07 SEC) 

NARRATOR: On the other hand, longer delays are quite 
noticeable in music. They give an echo effect. 
Listen as we play the same selection so that fre
quencies above 3000 cycles are delayed three tenths of 
a second. 

SOUND: SAME MlEIC (DELAY .3 SEC) 

END SIDE II 

FUNDAMENTALS AND OVERTONES 

SOUND: TUNING FORK 

NARRATOR: That vas the sound of a tuning fork. It is 
practically a pure torte; that is, the vibrations are 
of only one frequency and they have a smooth, 
regular vave form. 

Sounds from other sources, such as musical instruments, 
the lruman voice, or noises, have wave forms that are 
less smooth and more complicated. For instance, if 
we pluck a stretched string, it vill vibrate not only 
as a vhole, but also, at the same time, in parts •.• 
in segments that are a half, a third, a fourth, and 
so on, of the whole string. These segments vibrate 
at tva, three, four, and so on, times the frequency 
of the entire string. Listen: 

SOUND: PLlXK A STRE'lX:HED STRING 200 CPS 

NARRATOR: The lovest frequency present in a complex 
sound is called the fundamental; frequencies higher 
than the fundamental are called overtone frequencies. 
The frequencies of a musical sound are simple 
multiples of the fundamental and are called harmonics. 
For instance, the fundamental frequency of the 
musical tone you just heard vas 200 cycles per 
second. 

SOUND: (PURE TONE AT 200) 

NARRATOR: The first overtone, sometimes called the 
second harronic, vas 400 cycles per second. 

SOUND: (PURE 'roNE AT 400) 

NARRATOR: The second overtone, or third harmonic vas 
600. 

SOUND: (PURE TONE AT 600) 

NARRATOR: The third overtone or fourth hannonic vas 
800 cycles per second. 
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SOUND: (PURE 'roNE AT 800) 

NARRATOR: ••. and so on at intervals of 200 cycles per 
second. 

SOUND: (PURE 'roNES 1000, 1200, 1400, 1600, 1800, 
2000) 

NARRA'roR: Some sounds have thirty or forty over
tones in the audible frequency range of the human 
ear. For many sounds the pitch of the entire tone 
is the same as that of the fundamental, but the 
overtones add distinctive qualities. Listen as we 
playa fundamental tone and then add its overtones 
one by one; 

SOUND: (FUNDAMENTAL, THm OVERTONES ONE BY ONE) 

NARRATOR: Did you notice; a fundamental vith only 
a fev overtones sounds empty and uninteresting. A 
fundamental vith many overtones sounds full and rich. 
It~s the relative number, pitch and intensity of a 
sound's overtones which determine its quality. 

NARRATOR: All sounds have characteristic qualities 
which your ear learns to recognize. Listen: 

SOUND: (WE HEAR CONSECUTIVELY A FACTORY WHISTLE, A 
PIANO AND A HtJ.IAN VOICE, ALL AT THE SAME 
PITCH) 

NARRATOR: We're sure you had no difficulty distin
guishing these sounds -- a factory vhistle, a 
soprano and a piano -- even though they all had the 
same pitch and intensity. That's because the dis
tinguishing characteristics of a sound, by which ve 
recognize an instrument or vOice, is due largely 
to the proportions of the overtones in the sound, 
as well as its pitch and intensity. Listen as ve 
play the same sounds, only this time we vill filter 
out the overtones and allov only the fundamental 
notes to reach your ears. 

SOUND: FACTORY WHISTLE, SOPRANO, PIANO, WITH 
OVERTONES ELIMINATED. 

NARRATOR: The slight difference in the sounds is due 
to their dynamic characteristics such as attack and 
decay and vibrato, but the tonal qualities are al
oost indistinguishable. Listen again. 

SOUND: (REPFAT) 

NARRATOR: Nov we'll allov you to hear the fundamental 
and the first overtone. We vill filter out all the 
other overtones. Notice just the beginnings of a 
difference in tonal quality. 

SOUND: FIRST OVERTONE 

NARRATOR: Nov we'll allov the fundamental and first 
four overtones to reach your ear. Listen hov the 
overtones help distinguish a sound. 

SOUND: FIRST FOUR OVERTONES 

NARRATOR: If we cut out all filters, permitting all 
overtones to be heard, the sounds vill again sound 
normal and distinctive. 

SOUND: ALL OVERTONES 

SUBJECTIVE 'roNES 

NARRATOR: When you are presented vi th one pure tone, 
you hear one pure tone. You might expect that if 
you were presented vith tva pure tones simultaneously 
you vauld hear just two tones. Surprisingly, this 
is not alvays so. If the two tones are in the mid 
frequency range and are close enough together you 
may hear a third sound. For example, here is a 
soprano singing a note. 



SOUND: (SOPRANO SINGS SINGLE NOTE (c» 

NARRATOR: Now, another soprano will sing a note an 
interval of a fifth higher. 

~: (SOPRANO SINGS (g» 

NARRATOR: Now both together ••• 

SOUND: (SOPRANOS TOGETHER SHOWING SUBJECTIVE TONES) 

NARRATOR: Notice the barely audible note that is 
pitched lower than either of the notes sung. Listen 
again: 

SOUND: (SOPRANOS SING SEVERAL DIFFERENT NOTES 
TOGETHER SHOWING SEVERAL SUBJECTIVE 'roNES) 

NARRATOR: You have just heard what are called sub
jective tones. When two tones are present" in the 
air at the same time they may interfere wi th each 
other .•. sometimes reinforcing, sometimes partially 
cancelling. The intensity of ~he combined sounds 
rises and falls .•• at a rate which is the difference 
between the frequencies of tIE two sounds. Your 
hearing mechanism interpretes this rising and 
falling intensity as a third sound ..• a subjective 
tone. Here is another example, a London police 
whistle: 

SOUND: (THE WHISTLE IS BLOWN) 

NARRATOR: The whistle is made of two short pipes . 
If we blow only one of them, the whistle emits a 
high-pitched tone with a frequency of twenty one 
hundred and thirty six cycles per second: 

SOUND: (ONE PIPE IS BLOWN) 

NARRATOR: If we blow the other pipe, the whistle emits 
another hi!!i:l-pitched tone of different frequency, nine
teen hundred and four cycles per second. 

SOUND: (THE OTHER PIPE IS BLOWN) 

NARRATOR: If we blow them together you may become 
aware of a lower pitch in addition to the two original 
tones. 

SOUND: (WHISTLE IS BLOWN WITH BOTH PIPES OPEN) 

NARRATOR: This lower pitch corresponds to the dif
ference in frequency between the two original tones, 
two hundred thirty two cycles per second. Thus the 
tone is called a difference tor,e. Under certein 
circumstances this difference tone provides a useful 
function. Listen as we sound on a trombone a note 
having a fundamental frequency of two hundred twenty 
cycles per second. 

SOUND: (TROMBONE AT A220) 

NARRATOR: As we know, not only the fundamental, 
but a complement of overtones are heard having 
frequencies of 440, 660, 880, 1100 and so forth. 
The difference in frequency between any two 
adjacent overtones is 200, which is the freq~ncy 
of the fundamental component. Now by means of a 
filter, we will cut out the fundamental component 
from the sound. 

SOUND: WITHOUT FUNDAMENTAL 

NARRATOR: Did you notice that although there was a 
slight change in quality, there was no difference 
in pitch between the full tone and the filtered 
tone. Listen again. First the full tone: 

SOUND: REPEAT FULL TONE 

NARRATOR: Now the tone with the fundamental filtered 
out. 

SOUND: REPEAT WITHOUT FUNDAMENTAL 
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NARRATOR: The pitch is the same. Now what happened? 
The difference tone supplied by one or more pairs 
of tIE overtones produced the sensation of two 
hundred twenty cycle pitch, even though the two 
hundred twenty cycle component of the sound was 
omitted. 

SOUND: (FUlIDAMENTAL, THEN WITHOUT FUNDAMENTAL) 

NARRATOR: Now we will eliminate the fundamental and 
the first two overtones. Notice that the pitch 
still corresponds to that of the non-existent fun
damental. 

SOUND: WITHOUT FUNDAMENTAL AND FIRST TWO OVERTONES 

NARRATOR: The same phenomenon can be observed in 
speech. First, listen to this voiced sound: 

SOUND: (NARRATOR SINGS AlI) 

NARRATOR: Now we will repeat the sound with the 
fundamental component filtered out. 

SOUND: (NARRATOR SINGS AlI THROUGH A FILTER THAT 
ELIMINATES THE FUNDAMENTAL) 

NARRATOR : Notice that although there is a slight dif
ference in quality, the pitch remained the same. 
As before, the sensation of pitch was produced by 
the difference between the overtones of the voice. 
Listen again: 

SOUND: (AlI ah AlI ah AH ah) 

NARRATOR: Now we'll try filtering out the fundamental 
and the first two overtones: 

SOUND: (AlI) 

NARRATOR: Notice the pitch is tIE same. Listen again, 
first the full sound, then without tIE fundamental and 
the first two overtones. 

SOUND: (AH ah AlI ah AlI ah) 

NARRATOR: This phenomenon is relied on for the manu
facture of ordinary radio loudspeakers. These 
loudspeakers are Generally small and they have a 
poor response in the low frequency range. The radio 
engineer relies on this subjective effect to give 
you the sensation of correct pitch. 

MUSIC AND NOISE 

NARRATOR: The sounds to which our ears respond may 
be classified as either music or noise. The sound 
of a harp ••• 

SOUND: (HARP ARPEGGIO) 

NARRATOR: .•. the song of a bird ••. 

SOUND: (WOODTHRWH SINGING) 

NARRATOR: •.• even the sharp whistle of a tug boat ..• 

SOUND: (TUG BOAT WHISTLE) 

NARRATOR: ... are usually quite pleasing to our ears . 
We call these and other sounds that have definite 
pitch, loudness, and tone qualities; "musical 
sounds. " Musical sounds cause our eardrums to vi
brate with more or less regular, periodic motion. 
Viewed on an oscilloscope they show wave patterns 
that are fairly smooth and repetitive. 

SOUND: (RIVETER OR STHEEl' DRILL) 



NARRATOR: ••• or this ••• 

SOUND: (LOUD CRASH OF INDErERMINENT ORIGIN) 

NARRATOR: .•. are unpleasant. We call these sounds 
"noises." Often, however, the distinction between 
noises and musical sounds is not sharp. For example, 
listen as we hit two blocks of wood together. 

SOUND: (HIT TWO BLOCKS OF WOOD TOGErllER) 

NARRATOR: Would you call that music or noise? Before 
you answer, let's hit several blocks of different 
length together. 

SOUND: (PIAY YANKEE DOODL3) 

NARRATOR: Obviously that w.s a musical melody; and 
the xylophone is a musical instrument based on the 
principle that pleasant sounds can be produced by 
striking pieces of wood of different length. Here's 
another example. Listen to the unusual sounds, 
commonly considered to be noises, that are incorpora
ted in this piece of music •.• 

SOUND: (BAHNFAIIRT) 

NARRATOR: You see, under certain conditions many 
noises may be considered musical. Under other 
conditions, musical sounds may be considered noises. 

Apparently, one criterion for distinguishing between 
music and noise is whether we like it or not. If 
it disturbs us or is unwanted, the sound is noise. 
If it is desirable, the sound is music to our ears. 

FILTERED MUSIC AND SPEECH 

NARRATOR: If for any reason your eo.rs are prevented 
from vibrating throughout the entire normal range of 
frequencies, either because they have some physical 
defect, or because the phonograph equipment is of 
low fidelity, sound quality will be quite different 
from normaL Listen to the orchestra as it might 
have sounded on an early phonograph record. 

SOUND: (GRIEG'S WEDDINGDAY AT TROLDHAUGEN, BAND 
PASS BETWEEN 375 AND 2000) 

NARRATOR: By meMS of filters we eliminated high and 
low frequencies and allowed only those frequencies 
between about 375 and 2000 cycles per second to be 
heard. Now listen to the improved tonal quality when 
all frequencies reach your ears. 

SOUND: (SAME M15IC, NO FILTERS) 

NARRATOR: If we cut out only the low frequencies, 
all those below 375 cycles pe~ second, the music 
sounds like this. 

SOUND: SAME M15IC FILTERED 

NARRATOR: Now we'll cut out all frequencies below 
2000 and let only the higher frequencies get 
through to your ears. 

SOUND: SAl-lE MUSIC FILTERED 

NARRATOR: If we eliminate high frequencies, all those 
above 4000, and let only the lower frequencies 
through, the music sounds like this. 

SOUND: SAME ~IUSIC FILTERED 

NARRATOR: Now let's cut out some more high frequencies. 
All those above 2000 cycles are prevented from reaching 
your ears. 

SOUND: SAME MUSIC FILTERED 

NARRATOR: Here again is how the orchestra sounds 
wi th the full range of frequencies. 

SOUND: SAME MUSIC, NO FILTERS q 

NARRATOR: Speech, too, sounds different if some of 
the frequencies are prevented from reaching the ear. 
My voice is now coming through with a normal range of 
frequencies. 

(PAUSE) 

NOW, MY VOICE SOUNDS AS IT DOES BECAUSE WE HAVE 
FILTERED our ALL FREY.l.UENCIES BELOW 375 CYCLES PER 
SECOND. ONLY THOSE FlIDl.UENCIES ABOVE 375 CYCLES 
PER SECOND ARE REACHING YOtE EAR. 

(PAUSE) 

IF WE ALLOW ONLY THOSE FlIDl.UENCIES ABOVE 2000 CYCLES 
PER SECOtm TO REACH YOUR EAR, MY VOICE SOUNDS LIKE 
THIS • YOU ARE BEING PREVENTED FROM HEARING FRE
QUENCIES BELOW 2000 CYCLES PER SECOND. 

(PAUSE) 

and here's how my voice sounds with all frequencies 
above 2000 cycles eliminated from it. 

YOU ARE NOW HEARING ONLY THOSE FREQUENCIES BELOW 2000 
CYCLES PER SECOND 

(PAUSE) 

now we have filtered out all frequencies above 375 
cycles per second. 

YOU ARE NOW HEARING SPEECH MADE UP OF ONLY THOSE 
FlIDl.lIENCIES BELOW T(5 CYCLES PER SECOND. 

(PAUSE) 

NARRATOR: Here's how my voice sounds if we eliminate 
both very high and very low frequencies. 

IF WE ALLOW ONLY THOSE FlIDl.UENCIES BErWEEN 375 AND 
2000 CYCLES TO BE HEARD, MY VOICE WILL SOUND LIKE THIS. 

(PAUSE) 

NARRATOR: As you can hear, there is quite a difference 
in the quality of the filtered voice and the normal 
voice that you are now hearing. 

End Side III 

DISSONANCE AND CONSONANCE 

NARRATOR: When two or more musical tones are sounded 
together their blending may sound unpleasant or 
dissonant, like this .•. 

SOUND: (TROMBONES AT C AND C#) 

NARRATOR: But there are times when the tones may 
produce a pleasing sound called consonance: 

SOUND: (TROMBONES AT C AND E) 

NARRATOR: Let's see if we can determine when and \/by 
dissonance occurs. We'll set two oscillators going 
so that they both emit pure tones at the same fre
quency •.• 256 cycles per second. 

SOUND: (START ONE OSCILIATOR AT 256, THEN SECOND 
OSCILIATOR AT 256) 

NARRATOR: NOW, we'll increase the frequency of one 
while keeping the other constant. 

SOUND: (INCREASE ONE TO 258) 

NARRATOR: Notice the throbbing sound. The sound 
gets louder, then softer with perfect regularity. 

SOUND: (WE HEAR A BEAT OF TWO) 



NARRATOR: This phenomenon is known as beating. It 
occurs when sound waves of slightly different fre
quencies and wavelengths are superimposed. When 
the two waves are in phase; that is, when their 
compressions and rarefactions arrive at your ear at 
the same instant, they reinforce each other and the 
sound becomes louder. However, the sound wave with 
the slightly shorter wavelength begins to arrive 
sooner than the longer wave. Eventually a com
pression of one wave arrives at your ear at the 
same time a rarefaction of the other wave arrives; 
they neutralize each other and the ear hears 
nothing, or at most a very faint sound. As the 
shorter wave continues to arrive more early it 
regains step with the longer wave and reinforces it . 
So we hear alternately a loud and then a soft sound • . • 
a beat . 

SOUND: (SOUND OF TWO-BEAT F'lIDtUENCY REPEATED FOR 
5 SECONDS) 

NARRATOR: In the example you are hearing the number 
of beats per second is two: the difference between 
the pure tone frequencies of 256 and 258. If the 
two pure tones are twice as far apart, say of fre
quencies of 256 and 260, you will hear four beats 
per second. 

SOUND: (INCREASE F'lIDtUEl«:Y DIFFERENCE TO HEAR FOUR 
BEATS FOR 3 SECONDS) 

NARRATOR: The greater the difference in frequencies 
the more beats we hear. 

SOUND: PAUSE AS THE SOUND GOES TO 10 BEATS 

NARRATOR: A beat frequency of more than about ten 
cycles per second becomes difficult to count and 
the beats merge into a roughness or discordant sound. 

SOUND: INCREASE F'lIDtUENCY DIFFERENCE TO 17 

NARRATOR: However, if we continue to increase the 
frequency difference the sound becomes less dissonant. 
(PAUSE) The sound seems consonant to our ears when 
the two frequencies have simple ratiOS, such as 
six to five ... 

SOUND: 

NARRATOR: Five to four 

SOUND: 

NARRATOR: Four to three 

SOUND: 

NARRATOR: Three to two 

SOUND: 

NARRATOR: And two to one. 

SOUND: 

NARRATOR: It's been comparatively easy for us to 
demonstrate points of consonance by using pure topes. 
However, musical tones are not so simple. What 
soqnds consonant to SQme people may sound dissonant 
to others. Listen to this orchestral selection ..• 

NARMTOR: 'l'hI!.t was certainly consonant to our ears, 
but wben the Tannhauser Overture ~s first ~yed, 
critico called it a display of pOise and extravagance 
\Iond they complained of its disso~nce. Now listen to 
a more ~ecent composition ... 

SOUND: (BARTOK-S~1, MIKROKOSMOS SUITE.) 

NARRATOR: Whether it sounds conso~nt or dissonant 
to your ear depends on how your ear has been trained 
to hear it. People of different eras and different 
cultures have different ideas as to what is musically 
pleasing and what is not. It requires an open mind 
as well as an open and trained ear to deCide. 
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MUSIC SCAUS 

NARRATOR: Through the ages man has come to like the 
sound of certain tones that are played together or 
in sequence. Originally he chose the notes spon
taneously. Later on, some civilizations selected 
and arranged them in various musical systems. 
Fundamental in the music of almost all ages and 
countries is the octave, the interval between two 
notes that have a frequency ratio of two t o one. 
This is an octave: 

SOUND: C; THEN C AN OCTAVE HIGHER 

NARRATOR: Also basic are the intervals of a fifth, 
with a frequency ratio of three to two: 

SOUND: C; THEN G 

NARRATOR: . . . and a fourth, with a frequency ratio of 
four to three: 

SOUND: C; THEN F 

NARRATOR: During the middle ages musicians used a 
scale consisting of seven tones within an octave 
that were derived from progressions of fifths and 
fourths. This scale was called Pythagorean because 
it was based on the findings of the Pythagorean school 
of Ancient Greece. It sounded like this: 

SOUND: PYTHAGOREAN SCALE 

c'"260.8 D=293.3 E=330.1 F=347.6 G=391.1 
A= 440 B= 495 C:= 521.5 

NARRATOR: The notes are separated by five large 
intervals called whole tones and tw smaller ones 
called semitones. A whole tone has a frequency ratio 
of nine to eight. A semi tone has a frequency radio 
of two hundred fifty six to two hundred forty three. 

The pythagorean musical scales was found to be quite 
sui table for purely melodic music. But when more 
than one note were sounded together, the effect was 
often not perfectly harmonious. Listen as we play 
several simultaneous notes or chords from the 
pythagorean scale: 

SOUND: C MAJOn AND MINOR TRIADS AND CFA TRIAD 

NARRATOR: Various attempts were made to modify this 
scale so that polyphonic music would sound more 
pleasant. One variation, the so-called natural 
diatonic scale, was introduced in the 16 century. 
Listen: 

SOUND: DIATONIC SCALE C, D, E, F, G, A, B, C 

NARRATOR: Between the notes of the scale there are 
three different intervals: 3 major whole tones with a 
frequency ratio of nine to eight, 2 minor whole tones 
with a ratio of ten to nine, and 2 semitones with a 
ratio of ).6 to 15. This tonal structure seems more 
harm::mious than the Pythagorean. Listen as we play 
several chords from the natural diatonic scale: 

SOUND: C MAJOR AND MINOR TRIADS AND CFA TRIAD 

NARRATOR: As you can hear, the natural scale is 
quite suitable for hanoonic composition. However, 
it also has some disadvantages. Suppose "We wanted 
to start our diatonic scale on another note; "When 
playing on a violin or singing there'd be no 
problem, but on a piano, we'd have to insert various 
additional notes to keep the s~ interval relation
IIhip. As a matter of fact, in order to provide for 
all possible transitions, "We would have to introduce 
up to 72 notes into the octave. To avoid this com
plication, the natural scale has been modified into 
"What is known as tne equally-tempered scale. rn 
this system each of the three major and two minor 
"Wbole tones has been replaced by an interval called 
a tempered "Whole tone. Each of the two semi tones 
has been replaced by an interval called a tempered 
half-tone. Also each of the tempered whole tones 
has been subdivided into tw half-tone intervals 
by adding a ne"W note. This results in the equally
tempered twelve tone chromatic scale. Listen as "We 
play it on the piano. 



SOUND: PIANO CHROMATIC SCALE 

NARRATOR: In this scale, there are twelve equal half
tone intervals in the octave. Thus we are able to 
start a scale on any of the 12 notes in the octave 
and the intervals will be suitable for all. Listen: 

SOUND: SCALE OF C, D, E, F, ETC. AND FADE our. 

NARRATOR: Of course, none of those scales is exactly 
pure anymore, and music using an equally tempered 
scale is not quite SO pleasant to our ears. The 
difference, however, is slight to any but the most 
critical. Listen as we play alternately the notes 
of the natural major scale of C and the equally
tempered scale of C: 

SOUND: BOTH SCALES ALTERNATELY 

NARRATOR: The musical scales with which we are 
familiar are by no means the oldest or the only 
possible arrangement of musical intervals . For 
example, the Chinese divide their musical scale 
into twelve steps, as we do, but usually only 
five notes are used, corresponding to the black 
notes on our piano keyboard. It is called a 
pentatonic scale. 

SOUND: BLACK KEYS ON PIANO 

NARRATOR: Chinese music using a pentatonic scale 
has a distinctive sound. Listen: 

SOUND: CHINESE Ml5IC 

NARRATOR: Hindu music is based upon the diVision 
of the octave into twenty two steps but the 
melodic structure is usually based on seven notes. 
The intervals between the notes correspond to ours; 
however, in addition, Hindu music uses some very 
small intervals as grace notes. Listen to this 
Hindu music being played on a pipe by a snake 
·charmer: 

SOUND: HINDU MUSIC 

NARRATOR: There is an amazing variety of musical 
scales on record, each sounding as pleasant to its 
originators as our musical scales sound to us. So 
you see, although musical scales have a mathemati
cal and scientific basis, they have come about 
through usage and custom and they vary with the 
culture and the tastes of the people. 

VIBRATO AND TRTh10LO 

NARRATOR: I am now going to sound a pure tone and 
then rapidly vary its frequency slightly. Listen: 

SOUND: PURE TONE: THEN VIBRATO 

NARRATOR: That wavering sound you heard is known as 
vibrato. Its distinctive sound depends not only on 
how much we fluctuate the frequency but also on how 
fast:--Listen as this violinist produces a vibrato 
on-a violin by moving his finger so that the length 
of the vibrating string changes. The note is 
changed about a quarter of a tone, six times a 
second. 

SOUND: VIBRATO ON VIOLIN 

NARRATOR: Here is a trombone, first with a steady 
note, then with a vibrato. 

SOUND: TROMBONE VIBRATO 

NARRATOR: Sometimes when the frequency fluctuation 
is small you may not be able to detect a variation 
in pitch at_all, however, the quality of the tone may 
sound different. Can you detect a vibrato in this 
singer's voice? 

SOUND: SOPRANO VIBRATO 

II 

NARRATOR: Generally the vibrato frequency fluctuation 
seems to be smaller in opera singer's voices than in 
singers of popular music. At the same time the 
vibrato rate is generally faster for opera singers. 
Too much or too rapid Vibrato, in any case, may sound 
unpleasant, like this: 

SOUND: SOPRANO WITH FORCED VIBRATO 

NARRATOR: Although singers call this large vibrato 
a tremolo, actually a tremolo is something quite 
different. While vibrato is created by a rapid 
variation in pitch, tremolo is created by a varia
tion in loudness. Listen as we produce an example 
of tremolo in a pure tone by fluctuating its 
loudness. 

SOUND: PURE TONE TRTh10LO 

NARRATOR: In ancient music, a vocal tremolo was a 
very important ornamentation. It was produced by 
rapidly reiterating the same pitch; and sounded, 
some persons think, like a bleating lamb. Even 
today, in some cultures, vocal tremolo is con
sidered to be a desirable and difficult vocal feat. 
Here is an Iranian singer purposely creating a 
tremolo in his voice. 

SOUND: 

NARRATOR: Actually most voices have both pitch and 
loudness variations at the same time, and the 
ability of a singer to control these fluctuations 
is a measure of his training and talent. 

THE DOPPLER EFFECT 

NARRATOR: Did you ever notice how the pitch of a 
train Whistle suddenly lowers as the train rushes 
past you? 

SOUND: TRAIN-WHISTLE DOPPLERING AS IT RlSHES PAST 

NARRATOR: Or if you are on a moving train going 
past a clanging crossing bell, how the bell's pitch 
changes? 

SOUND: BELL DOPPLERING - COMING AND GOING 

NARRATOR: These are two examples of a phenomenon 
called the Doppler Effect in honor of the 
AUstrian physicist, Christian Doppler, who first 
explained it in 1842. What happens is this: When 
you are on the moving train approaching the clang
ing bell, you are actually meeting the sound 
waves before they would ordinarily reach you. So 
more sound vibrations impinge on your ear each 
second than if you were not moving. Consequently 
your ear drum is made to vibrate faster, giving 
you the impression of higher pitch when you are 
moving away from the bell -- in effect, running 
away from the sound waves -- fewer vibrations 
reach you during any interval and the pitch that 
you hear is lower than it wuld be if you were not 
moving. Listen again! 

SOUND: (REPEAT BELL) 

NARRATOR: In the case where you are stationary and 
the train whistle moving, the sound waves ahead of 
the whistle are crowded together and made shorter, 
while the waves behind the whistle are spread out 
ana made longer. This change in wave length does 
not change the speed with which the waves travel, 
but it does change the number of waves that hit your 
ear in a second. So as the train approaches you, 
more vibrations per second reach your ear and you 
hear a higher pitch than you would if the whistle 
wasn't moving, and as the train goes away, fewer 
vibrations per second reach your ear and the pitch 
you hear is lower than it would be if the whistle 
wasn't moving. 

SOUND: (REPFAT TRAIN WiISTLE) 



NARRATOR: Here is another example of the Doppler 
effect: racing cars. 

SOUND: (RACING CARS AT WATKINS GLEN) 

NARRATOR: The roar of the first car you heard clanged 
pitch almost a musical fifth as it passed close by. 
The slower cars, bringing up the rear, changed pitch 
about a minor third. Obviously, the ·Doppler effect 
can be used to measure the speed of a sound source. 
The greater the · change in pitch, the faster the source 
is moving. 

End Side IV 

NARRATOR: These records of acoustic phenomena were 
produced by Bell Telephone Laboratories as an aid in 
understanding the Science of Sound. We hope you have 
found them entertaining as well as instructive. 

SCIENCE 

ON RECORDS 
Folkways' series of science recordings pro
vides a unique documentary of the world a
round us. This ever-growing catalogue of 
long-playing records, captures the sounds, 
both natural and mechanical, of man's phy
sical world. These sounds -- the documen
tation of animals, insects, man-made satel
lites, railroads, etc. -- are all recorded in 
geographical context. All of the recordings 
are edited under the supervision of leading 
scientists. Each record is accompanied 
with a ·set of extensive documentary nqtes, 
providing background on the subject plus 
additional information on the circumstances 
of recording and the significance of the 
sounds 'recorded. 

F.X6007 n.e Sciencr of Sound Demo""'atl .... of ac",,"1e 

-~~:::I~!~~r~~~~~"r:~rt~:e~.bt~e~~ 
Hear. F~quency. Pilch. Vibration and Resonance, Inten
sily, Loudness, Nolle Measurement. Masking. Echq and 

::::.beQ:~~~. ~~~c~:~~orii:~,.FU~:~~t~~n.d ~t~r'~d 
Music and Speech, Oiuonance and Consonance. Music 
Seales, Vibrato and Tremolo, The Doppler Efrect. 

Produced by Bell Telephone Laboralexie. IncorporAted 
Distributed and manufactured by FOLKWAYS RECORDS 6; 
SERVICE CORP. 2_12w 33-1/3 rpm Ions play recordl •• su. 90 

F.X6100 Sounds of Frequency The purpooe of tbls .. cord 

· ·~~o:~~~dU;';;~!~~':=~::l~~~l:~nt 
RPM: . _. Frequency test run; square waves; and three var-

:C~~r':t~.m~;:s c~c:E~rPB~I~~ph record ;~hb 
record is to provide a standard by the use of wt:'cb:cord 

r:l~r:ft:'~~~:n:,~!.:u~ ::u~~~~d!he:r::au:~y :=m::~pe 
and volume indicator. The portion of the record intended 

~~i~h~,::":~:~~.:esa,::!a=.!~rtdt:.'!::~= .si8~om_ 
panying descriptive notes. 

F.X61OS n.e Sounds of Camp tbe plctu .. of a cbU •• n·, 
Cimppiiffieoan the voices and sounds of Its chil«en. Rec
orded a, Camp Killoo1eet. Hancock. Vermont. 19~ by 
Ed Badeaux. Includes Riding. Shop Sw imm"ing. Ungle. 
Before lunch music. Filing lnlo tables, Utinl. Happy BIrch
day. Jacks. Dance Clau, 8lseball. 1be.at~ .cklla~, 
Fro nt porch before hikes leave, Hike reperu, Girb .(ter. 
"-nee, Riflery. Lall c.ampfirt. 

F.X6120 Sounds of A Tropia! Rain Fomt in Amcria 
--xsT dtaiiiiTiCpreserii.i1on~ a~se enough lOun. were 

anil&bl< il was decided tbat the approach would be • • for 

~~~r~ t;:~~fd I: :: ~~:d~ne ~u~i: ~!::~:' ~~':t~~dOf 
~Jn al~ i::kH~er~o~n~~~::.s f.:'ib~.:ns:e:~~nf.,~ke, 
an ... Dove, Violaceous Jay. Black Howler Monke,.. Parrott, 
SwainlOn Touc.an. Ciadas, Great ""us Mocmot. Cicada, 

Spoth-I.! Cha~·h.aLaCA, Gr.eat Tlnamou. \l,attlc ... G,.an, Atd 

~:~:::: ~!::'tS:s:'Fr:k~~ ;:~~t~~·~:O~~~r:r .~~~~: M •• caw 
talle, WUh CriCIe~II, Cre"ed G~ns In ~hu.'dt.r'IUfnl. ell..:" " 
nut HIe~ded TiMmou ~nd Crickt"u. Cl icle~u .tn" P.lr.Ml t, 
Crickets ~nd Mourning Dove, '> null ·1 r .... ·;·001 .... ~\·.~ pt·fS. 

~ifnh~~;~:~'~h~~~~C~I~ l .~~t'.f:~:is~u~hlr::~'rl,~~' S. 
~ll Buo, Blacle Huwlrr hlonkt')"S, ·; · r<~· F-.11 Will, ~r.:.a,,· 
ing, Monlet'YS. Parrots and hLlC.l"l, rru. ruad, and HI~ 
~~ . 

FX6121 Sounds of [ilt So. Actual ~ ... >l'~[\!-, ('I rlsh ~p~ci .s 
r-=-d)r&iJ"fi/isobil-ialiiiJ(i dr.O oil varying deplhs • :rl".l1"' t, 
fet'l 1n sheh~rt'd .lIdS to ~ . 000 f.thlJmI ~!OC' fl'liI<1 1l;.!1 • I., 
tropical wal~rs of Iht' AII,o\ntic o\nd ~cific (·t·cam, ~("ot. :t"! d 

~O~:S ~,Y~ ~~~rl~~ i~~ra,~~r~Jc's~~'\~~~f2~~):~ ~~~I _ 

~~~~; ~O~'~:!p "_S.r:.r.Pi~~~h;~~~ ~~~l'I~~U~\;~~~;s :1:o.a, l_ 
fiu. - Atl., ~O' waher .. Pac., One mil..: off.hor~ (cl.1bs) 
PolC., 4~' water - snapping shrimp; AhefilOO!1 - ,\11.. 45' 
watel; Evr ning - All., 1 l /~ milt'S out abov~ w.atel • Pac. 

~~~~i~~ ~n~PO~t ~a~~b~~e; c~O:t~~r~, tJ~~~(· ~~7~;"'~:~;~ -
trout), 600 fathoms down 18 miks Out - Pac ... (,;rOil~,~ r 
family 600 fathoms down - unltnc.-..n wunds • rolc ., 70110 
falhoms down, 200 miles out - Pac . , Spot fish, s..' ... I.,uin. 

~ln~~f~~'~,4~%~~~C~kt'(/,S~IaSc":~;:\:~:i:;:_:a~~~~m ' 
snapping shrimp chorus In optn water, Drum rbh, and Tr ..... • 
fish. 

FX6U2(FPX6122) Sounds of the AmeriC2l1 Southwt~t 
·reCOrdea iii Ati~ona ne"ar'Tij"cson, Cave Creek, Chiri.:.ahu(' 
Mount&ins and Rustlen P&rk. In New Mexico, San :;imeol' 
Valley and in Californla., I\.iandevilla Canyon. Sa nl~ "'loni~ 

~:ui~~'::~ ~~::t:ru~7~h; ~~r~';l~~tr~fs ~~p~~i;~~ 
an'" Rtpliles of the American t.lus<um of ~t. llist., N. Y 
T~e soun.ds recorded are thoS(' that anyone traveli0p, in Iht' 
and portiOns of SOuthern California. ArilOna an'" Xcw 

~nkX~~r~Ig~:tn'g d~~i~s~ "'~I~cs~~,!,.n~~·Is:n~~~t~~:~~~.'-
bo~ cats, crickets, beetles toads, frogs . CIC. Thunder SlOI nt 
.and flashflood. Illustrated Text . 

FX.612~. V ... P.~ ~.~.!.n:l recor"'ed in England . AHrrd WolI
sohll s expetTlII~nu In ~' ."( tcnsion of hunlan \'('ca l rOlnge with 
~n IntrOduction by Dr. lIenry Cowell. Includes Fermle 

::~~~ :~n~:~n~/sf ~~r: i~!:~~~' :c~r:v~ls~ ~l~'~lr ~nn~fi:~al 
oc t.ave. l~aps, lJouble olnd muhipl~ SlOpping l:Iy Ihe voice, 
~rw rl'glSten (nu.lc anJ femalt' voice), fl.liIlt" voiCe 1n nine 
OClaves, ~StIing Quanet" for lour (t'male vOicc.s, ~nd Voice 
venus Instrumt'nt. 

FX.6124 Sounds of Animals audiblt' communiCition of zoo 
"'iiH1 f.irm-~oiina.rs. niCk' vinous recor.kd sounJs sugs~st 

,hoI.! jusl as lnan h~s hiS own speCial languo\ge. so animals 
havl· Ihdr uwn sp"'c~1 means of vllcal communication 
which h€'lp · th"-lll It) sol 'It' th.:ir o .... n It v ln~ prllhit'n15. In
clu"'es, zap· Punta, Lion, Ind ian [Ierh~ftl. ttl ....... Hip
popolamus. Chimpanz~..:, P..:cc,uy. Rh~'su~ ~:onkeys. 
Rhinoco::ros , Tiger, record~'" by Anhur "'I, ~n.·e!1h .. lI. 
F ARt-.!- Odcks. Goat. SheeP. recotlkd by ~ Ichous Colli.o\s. 

F.X6125 Sounds of Sea Animals Vol. \I Florida This 
-r~-6"'rJ conlaiiis tt' pr."St'Ilt"'tiv~ or typiCiloI Ulhkr,",olt~·r iou nJs 
prodtlc<d by 5<:\, .. ·r .. 1 S~CI('S of fishes and by Ih l· s.:;4 Ct)W or 
n"latlat..-". R[Cll U[)lO BY W \. I\EI.I.tX:C. ~'C,. \ :\(1-
tiR.III'It IC I!\STITlITE. Fl.ORIDA Sl ATE. Uf'.:I V[!t"iITY . 

~~I~l;:~~pt.~~~<S~~li~.T~I~~~.SI~~u~~:st~I~~~~~:fl(S:~,Wris~ 
t.anate-=, On~ porpoise, Four porpoiSt's, Sc hool of porpoises, 
··School'· al 1/2 , IIA, l/:J:l. and l; t·4 spt'"t·d. 

f){61261FPXI26\ Sounds of Carnivaln.o ' ."""ayand 
-Mcrry..cu-"Pound t.lusic:-RcCOI~d" a(th~ Ror.al American 
Shows by students of th~ ChiClSll Insril utt' 0 DeSi~n. This 

~~~~~ ~~~~:I~f:~~:~~u~l~i 1~ I~~t'~~~:~~~,~~. ;b~ical 
Carn.lval. Includes the CrOWd, Merry-Go-Round, Barker. 
OuUltk the fun hous~. Animal bar leer. Ferris Wheel, MOtor
.dro~ barker, Roll"()-PLan~, Strangt' people bark!!r, 
Laughing clown. Iftft'rvirws. an ... th,' fa ..... ous rt'~rtoire of 
mrrry-go-round music. inciuJing Calliope; l)v-=.r the WavC.s, 
Ta1~-t:a-boom-dler-e and others. ~tes. 
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FX6U7 Sounds of Majicine recorded on location, Conlains 

~~;s~tI~\~u:::,~!:~~~~ °c~~nH~~r~ ~::~~Ya:Jtb 
lung lOunds - A woman with ffleum.atic Hurt Disdse, 

:':::C:1
_ h:a!lo~n I~~~ ~~~~!, 6!:::~ n;,ffili~r~;~ ::f~~ 

surgical operation, Br~ath sounds, Sounds or the · b..lwcls - A 
n..xmd hungry man ~n.oking a cigart'.tte befort' di!'ln<f. Heart 
wunds - A man with infl&mmat1on of tht' h,~arl oue to ac
tive IIll!unl.ttic Fever. 

FX6130 Sound Pauers. Tak~n outllf content these SOUI.J$ 
. 'St.and"15fi1i-=·m5elv~s in their unit.l.ue~('.u, and create new 
auditory dimensions. :'\!ATllRAL SOlJ"DS: Wood Thrush-
rwtural sprc.d. slewed down 10 In spe~d, dcw~d down to 

!~..:sr.~r~.~dj~~::~::·~~~~~~~d~'lo~~~~:~~Wt~ "/J 's~ed. 
Thlonder Storm (with toad .and bird), Alligator Chorus , Amer
ican, and onr Asi.alic). Two Lions (Atlanta, Zoo), "".,,..kt'Y 

~:l1~y~jl·~~~~ys~:~~o~~~~c~;~rf;?~i~'~~~i,lt's~~,~~~ . 
~~~~~6!>I.m~~~:r~0~.b~~;d~;!~'ollt~f~~t~:~'5.L;i;~!~0~;(i 
Trip. Through Tr&ffic to Airporl, Strec.T Cries -- :-. . Y c . 
Line rm n, ~ . Y C g<lrdeni.as., t·lot Dogs In Times Souar", 

~~o;o~; .. ~ ~n,do~ w~h~rl:~::J~~' r!;tCAfr i~~ ~~~~ ~~b~nsOU~DS . 
~:t~~i ~itil . ~:~~~n\~ ~~.~~~~~i~~'7 sr'(~;'i':~:: t~~i,O~nd 
IS incht's tape, 

FX.--W£> Jfofo~~¥ JMt ~~~~;:t~tsl :::i~~~sp~:ax~~) 
of sound ~s an ~id tu underst .. nding how sound Is put ot worle 
for the benefil a nd plusurl· of man. How We HUf , Fre
qurncy. PilCh, Int~nsity, Th~ ~ppler EHect, Echo and Rr
verber~lion. f"\:l.ay OislOttion. Fundamt'ntab and OveltonC.s, 
Qua lity. Filt-=red MuSIC and SpI!t'ch. 

Product'd by 80 . .' 11 "d~phone La oor.atories Incorporat~d 
Oistribut.:d and manuf .. ctured by FOl..KWAYS RECORD & 
SERVICl C:ORP 

tX6140IFPXI40\ Sounds of the Annual International 
SportS Car RaCt-s of Watkins Glen N.Y. Th, 

SChuyler. ,. arr-=r~, GIt'nTropri"y ~-ndGrand Prix. ~cCll'~d 
on 10COltion by tic.Ny t..~ndlrr and lIohen Stro~ Includes: 

~ljr:;;Pi~;Pr~~~~~:c~r~ !~~re ~:~~~~ ~~~a~.icJ':iu.a~PA~:t~~: 
MG's. Ponch-=.s. Mercedes. With ill. notes. 

FX(,ISI Sounds of A Soulh African Homesread "'-
cOr~il In th~ C&nd 01 In~ Zulus by (j. 'lfiYmOii"irB:\:owles 

Containes DAWN CIiORlIS: [) ,Yrs, ·Thrush, Cuckoo, Wuv~r . 

~~~~II-=~s~D~~~~~~i~;o~~t'~I:~~~b~%i,k~St~t~~~~en,'is, 
Trogon, Drongo. LATE AFTfR~N U~TlL DARK: Part· 
ridge, Dront', Bulbul, Cricket, Amphibi.an chorus, Toads, 

~:1~\S;, 8~~chs~~U_~~, w ~~n~~ il~':;'~S: '~~J:~li~~~, 
beer-dunle. pr&ises, dances. Accompanying not~s and 
illumations. 

F.X6152 Sounds of Stram locomories No. I Stack 
- R'u"ii"C"SampIif;""""1"fi"e- u:-P:-.-CB". ~o .. ~ t : C . • C . !II . W. , 

D. R. G. w . . etc. 2-8-2, 4-8-4, 4-12-2, 4--6-<l, 4--6--6-4, 
4-t!·8-4, 4-8-2, 2-10-2 and switchers 0-6-0. 2-8-0, nar-

~~~:~t~ ~;:;: 'the ~~:;;;:~~~~I'~:~:. made by Vinton 
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